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For these questions you have to take one letter from the word on the left and move it to the word on 
the right to make two new, correctly spelt words. The letters must not be rearranged. Mark the 
correct letter on the answer sheet. 

1. sitar fend I  star / fiend 

2. tired though  R  tied / through 

3. meant  taut  N meat / taunt 

4. snipe  hart  E snip / heart 

5. haste words  S  hate / swords 

6. coral lamp C oral /clamp 

7. fibre reel 

In the following questions you are given a set of five words, three of which form a logical group and 
two of which are different. Mark the two words which do not belong with the others on the answer 
sheet. 

8. ferry, rocket, liner, tug, lorry

9. dismiss, discharge, alert, work, expel

10. integer, figurative, numeral, fractious, digit

11. hyper, sad, holiday, gloomy, blue

12. tennis, athletics, football, swimming, golf

13. portion, short, little, huge, petite

14. fold, rotate, spin, twirl, fairground

Example: dog, cat, fish, cow, pigeon 

Answer: fish, pigeon  (the others are mammals) 

Example: pleat sap 
Answer: l peat slap Sam
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In the sentences that follow, a four letter word can be made by combining letters from the end of one 
word and the start of the next. Find the hidden word and mark the two words on the answer sheet. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

37. Sarah opened her present very carefully. 

38. The stool outside was very wet. 

39. We had cabbage soup for supper. 

40. My arms ached after the gym. 

41. People are supposed to know everything. 

42. Tom kicks and screams when angry.  

43. We are going on holiday tomorrow. 

 
 

44. Read the statements below and then answer the question that follows. 
 

No buses have wings. 

All planes have wings. 

Some planes carry passengers. 

All buses are large vehicles. 

 
 

If the statements above are correct then only one of the statements below MUST be 
true. Read the statements below and mark the letter of the statement which HAS to be 
true on the answer sheet. 

 
a. Helicopters do not have wings. 

b. Some planes carry food aid. 

c. All vehicles have wheels.  

d. Some vehicles have no wings. Correct 

e. The Airbus is a passenger carrying plane.  

 

 

Example: The crowd leaned over the railings 
Answer: leaned over    The hidden word is dove 
   Sam
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For these questions you have to choose one word from each set of brackets which best completes 
the sentence. Mark both words on the answer sheet. 

 
 
 
 
 

23. Scales are to (weight, music, snake) as clock is to (alarm, time, minutes). 

24. Hear is to (listen, here, ear) as find is to (looking, treasure, fined). 

25. Drenched is to (water, hard, arid) as mad is to (rational, ill, frenzy). 

26. Surprised is to (gasp, party, shocking) as angry is to (lonely, yell, boredom). 

27. Mayor is to (chain, city, major) as president is to (country, preside, ruler). 

28. Sole is to (foot, life, soul) as palm is to, (date, tree, hand). 

29. Election is to (candidate, majority, voter) as marathon is to (race, sledge, runner). 

 

 

Find two words, one from each set of brackets, which can be combined to make a new, correctly 
spelt word. The word on the left must always come first and you cannot alter the order of the letters. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

30. (gram, clam, text)  (sure, pith, our) 

31.  (sun, sum, son)  (myrrh, net, mitt)s 

32. (tar, bee, leaf)    (get, gin, rot ) 

33. (step, land, shoe)   (map, lady, run)la 

34. (fire, fate, gent)   (plaice, side, tall)fi 

35. (lug, hand, car)    (bag, gauge, age)h 

36.  (lime, sheep, four)  (wreck, head, light)t 

 

Example: Up is to (left, back, down) as front is to (green, back, behind). 

Answer: down back  (opposites) 

Example: (up, red, gone)  (wet, set, away) 
Answer:  up       set  (upset) 

Sam
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For these questions you have to choose one word from each set of brackets which best completes 
the sentence. Mark both words on the answer sheet. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

23. Fat is to (round, desire, skinny) as decisive is to (confident, unsure, predict). 

24. March is to (army, month, season) as Monday is to (first, day, Tuesday). 

25. Elephant is to (calf, Africa, joey) as salmon is to (parr, Scottish, shoal). 

26. Wise is to (owl, wisdom, idiotic) as foolish is to (stupidly, folly, vulgar). 

27. Cow is to (cud, milk, heifer) as bee is to (sting, stripes, honey). 

28. Display is to (show, discover, art) as invent is to (create, dream, demolish). 

29. Gentle is to (rough, gent, lamb) as playful is to (games, kitten, lively). 

 
 
Find two words, one from each set of brackets, which can be combined to make a new, correctly  
spelt word. The word on the left must always come first and you cannot alter the order of the letters. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

30. (knoll, in, know) (site, ledge, edge)  

31. (hat, go, habits) (bow, reed, at )  

32. (lime, ring, grid) (rode, loch, stone)  

33. (flag, on, rant)  (gone, ship, sett)  

34. (drum, in, spire) (role, cure, fringe)  

35. (marsh, over, seas) (haul, here, hall )  

36. (come, badge, sett) (till, pass, red)   

  

Example: Up is to (left, back, down) as front is to (green, back, behind). 
Answer: down, back  (opposites) 

Example: ( up, red, gone ) ( wet, set, away ) 
Answer:   up                 set    upset  

Sam
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In the questions below, there is a series of letters which follow a pattern. You have to work out what 
the pattern is and what letters should occupy the position indicated by the question marks. Mark the 
correct pair of letters on the answer sheet. The alphabet is written below to help you with these 
questions. 
 

 
 
 

 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  

59.  O K   P J   Q I   R H   (   ?   )  

60.  Z W  V S   R O   N K   (   ?   )  

61.  A D  B F   D H   G J   (   ?   )  

62.  F K  H H   J E   L B   (   ?   )  

63.  M N  L O   K P   J Q   (   ?   )  

64.  G P  E U   C Z   A E   (   ?   )  

65.  D R  G V   J Z   M D   (   ?   )  

 

In these questions you are given three words on the left hand side. The word in brackets has been 
formed from the letters of the other two words. On the right hand side, the word in brackets is 
missing. This word should be formed from the other two words in the same way. Work out the 
missing word and mark it on the answer sheet. 

 
 
 
 
 

66. load (duel) user : link (   ?   ) even  

67. drop (ramp) moat : pray (   ?   ) lieu  

68. clue (buck) kerb : ante (   ?   ) beds  

69. bake (knap) plane : joke (   ?   ) taunt 

70. spew (brew) ribs : oval (   ?   ) ouch  

71. earn (rage) grin : toil (   ?   ) slam  

72. smack (fake) refuse : fouls (   ?   ) reject  

Example: stop   (ship)   thin  mill  (   ?   )   seat 

Answer: meal (1st & last of left, middle two of right) 

Example: AP BO CN DM (  ?  ) 

Answer: EL  (1st letter goes forward in alphabet, 2nd backwards) Sam
ple
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